REMOVAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1. REMOVE DECORATIVE SLEEVE (NOT SHOWN)
2. INSTALL A 3/4' EYE BOLT AND LIFTING STRAP INTO TOP OF BOLLARD
3. REMOVE (2) FLAT HEAD SCREWS
4. REMOVE BOLLARD (580LB) USING A FORK LIFT
5. INSTALL RECEIVER CAP USING (2) SECURITY SCREWS
6. REVERSE STEPS 1-5 FOR BOLLARD INSTALLATION

NOTE:
1. MAXIMUM BOLLARD SPACING IS 4'-6"
2. FOUNDATION MUST EXTEND A MINIMUM OF 2 FEET BEYOND LAST BOLLARD IN SET
3. SEE SEPARATE SHEET FOR FOUNDATION DETAILS
4. FINISH TO BE DETERMINED BY PO

ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 SU-RSWB3610-K8-A01 K8 REMOVABLE BASE [STD] 1
2 MMC 90585A712 1/2-13 X1 Flat Socket Head Cap Screw 2
3 SU-RSWB3610-K8-C14 10" BOLLARD GASKET 1
4 SU-RSWB3610-K8-A02 K8 REMOVABLE BOLLARD WELDMENT 1
5 SU-RSWB3610-K8-C17 10" REMOVABLE BOLLARD CAP 1
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